


Welcome to 

InComm! 





Quick round…

Who is who? 



Excellent! What will we do 

the coming two days? 



Monday 28 November 2022

13:00 Opening Presentations

14:30 Coffee Break with a small assignment

15:00 Parallel 1: Working on it! 

Exchanging best practices, building networks, getting inspired 

● Application/selection by KTH and IST

● Intro programs, by TU Graz and UPC

● Onboarding, TU/e 

● Working on your Customer Journey with the InComm+ 

Tool, by KTH and TU/e

16:30 Coffee Break 

17:00 Measuring Impact & Wrap up

18:00 Connect with my Culture Social Networking

20:00 Dinner
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● Working on your Customer Journey with the InComm+ 
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16:30 Coffee Break 

17:00 Measuring Impact & Wrap up

18:00 Connect with my Culture Social Networking
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Tuesday 29 November 2022

09:00 Coming in & Coffee

09:30 Kick-off 

10:00 Parallel 2: Working on it! 

Exchanging best practices, building networks, getting inspired 

● Application/selection by KTH and IST

● Intro programs, by TU Graz and UPC

● Onboarding, by TU/e 

● Working on your Customer Journey with the InComm+ 

Tool, by KTH and TU/e

11:30 Coffee Break

12:00 Panel Q&A with experts from all partners

13:00 Lunch / bye bye / End of conference  



I’m Erik de Jong

• Community manager at TU/e

• ‘Make everyone part of our TU/e 

Community & make internationals feel 

more welcome’

• 3 days a week, since 2017
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This is what a community manager does:

1. (involved with) policy development and 

improving procedures

2. Supporting and organizing community 

events

3. Connecting people by drinking a lot of 

coffee! 

And… I chair the InComm Project, together 

with KTH 

+ I’ll do the onboarding session
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So… What’s this 

InComm project about?



The Welcome 

Process



“The InComm project wants to develop and 

implement a more inclusive welcome process at 

the partners universities, where students and staff

from all backgrounds feel welcome in one

international identity, to become truly 

international universities.”



InComm – Main Goal

InComm focusses on all new incoming Master Students and 

PhD’s. Both national and international!

(lessons learned can be used for other target groups as well) 



What is the InComm

‘Customer Journey’? 





Scope of the Project is the welcoming process, from roughly 100 days 

before enrollment till 100 days after enrollment.

• The Interaction phase after application, about 3 months before arrival 

• The Introduction at the local institution, generally a week max

• The Onboarding phase, the first 3 months at the university in various 

programs (education, workspace, professional training, social 

activities)

We call this our ‘InComm Customer Journey”. It should lead to the 

Community phase, when people are on board and can help in the process



The Customer Journey is made of a set of elements, 

together forming a complete welcome process for 

incoming Master students and PhD’s. It was written from 

the Newcomers perspective, with no differences in 

nationality, by 7 universities. By filling in the different 

elements, a fitting journey can be made for your 

institution. 





















So how to use the 

InComm Journey?





Two sessions held at TU/e already



The Customer Journey

Model Canvas



InComm – Canvas 



InComm – Canvas (zoomed in on onboarding)



TU/e elements for improvement Masters

Element To be improved

Central information point Connecting all information channels (tone of voice)

Support in finding accomodation

In the Netherlands international students often end 
up living in a studio. At home they are used to living 
with others together and often even share their 
bedroom. It would be great if living together in an 
appartment/house that isn't necessarity registered as 
a student house (governmental decision).

Front desk A welcoming place to walk in and ask questions

Front desk IO is missing during the master kick off

Central desk during the master kick off

International classroom/workspace Offer teacher support on this topic



Next steps TU/e:

Nadia Hagen & Erik de Jong are 

developing an implementation plan  

Including concrete proposals to 

improve TU/e’s Welcome Process for 

Masters & PhD’s

Using other Universities knowledge



Some general tips about

InComm



Tip! Re-use ideas from

your neighbours





Example: Graz Welcome Center



Example: PhD Open Days IST



Example: PhD Open Days IST



Tip! Use the InComm+ 

Tool to design your own

welcome journey!



www.incomm-project.eu

http://www.incomm-project.eu/


Tip! Use the InComm+ 

Journey for a conference…





Tip! Read our

handbook!



Thank you!

www.incomm-project.eu

http://www.incomm-project.eu/
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InComm – End results / deliverables in 2022 



Ok… a bit more about 

how to work on that a bit 

later 



Question: what makes an 

international community? 





v



v



So… what are our common 

rules of engagement? 


